
AT HOME LAB

WHAT  YOU’LL  NEED:

Create Your Own  
Constellations!

DIRECTIONS: EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:

• Have your child come 

   up with their own    

   constellation names.

• Introduce the idea of 

   your child developing their  

   own myth about the   

   constellations they have      

   made.You could choose to   

   have them dictate the story  

   and you write it down, or   

   instead, you could turn it 

   into a chance for dramatic    

   play or even a theatrical   

   show! Make props and    

   costumes and either write  

   a script to follow or act it  

   out as you go along.

1. Learn about constellations with your child using facts, myths, 

    and pictures of constellations. If possible, look for constellations        

    together in the night sky. Build a foundation of constellation   

    knowledge before introducing the idea of them creating their  

    own constellation.

2. Set up materials. 

3. Encourage your child to create their own constellation using a  

    variety of methods:

• Wear a blindfold and have them make “stars” at random, then take  

    the blindfold off and experiment with ways to connect them. 

• Give your child prompts to follow:

   • Make a constellation using 4 stars, 5, 6…

   • Make a constellation to fit a certain form, for example, a   

     constellation for their pet, favorite animal, house, letter, etc.

• Experiment with different materials:

   • Create stars using a Q-tip or the end of a paintbrush handle. 

   • Create a spray of stars by dipping the toothbrush in paint and   

      flicking the bristles over the paper. 
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Thanks for exploring with us!

WHITE OR YELLOW 
PAINT

BLUE OR BL ACK PAPER
(heavyweight  i f  poss ib le)

&

We want to see your at home lab experiments!
POST YOUR PHOTOS WITH  #KAZOOMATHOMEL AB  

PAINTBRUSH AND/OR 
Q-TIP AND/OR 

OLD TOOTHBRUSH

OPTIONAL:  
SOMETHING TO USE AS A 

BLINDFOLD


